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1.

Executive Summary

The INSEC project is striving to improve the Innovation and Research processes within the security organisations, so that
they can integrate new technologies, enabling them to evaluate novel approaches and services dedicated to the safety of
citizens. The project focuses on two main areas:
The development of a new internal innovation management model. This will allow the security organisations
to better manage both the financial impacts and the added value of innovating projects.
The development of an external innovation platform in order to promote the networking between European
security SMEs and public/private security organisations. This will increase the visibility of SMEs to the
security organisations and hence diversify the range of services and technologies to them.
The innovation model developed in workpackage 3 gathers a wide variety of actions and techniques that could be
deployed later on by the security organisations. Among these techniques, the creativity session methodology that is
explained in this deliverable is widely accessible and easily implemented by any actor who is interested in the subject.
Built as a guide, one can read about the purpose and need of a creativity session, the deployed methodology especially
adapted for the security field, the differences between the public and the private sector, the specificities of the security
sectors and the logistics that should be organised.
A second part of this document details the results of a brainstorming session on the subject “How to foster cooperation
between SMEs and security organisations in order to become more innovative?” Propositions were made for the INSEC
project, INSEC Advisory Board members’ organisations and European Commission.
The output of the creativity session serves the INSEC project in a broad way, as it can bring both input results through
providing information for building the new innovation model and the INSEC platform and output results through being
perceived as a first step (change) in implementing new techniques for becoming more innovative. The “creativity session”
method in itself is perceived as a best practice of the innovation model.
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2.

Description of the deliverable content and purpose

PURPOSE OF THE DOCUMENT
The <External evaluation analysis: Report on the organization of the creativity sessions> reports’ main purpose is to
explicit the role and function of the creativity session in the new innovation model dedicated to the security field, the
deployed methodology, by giving practical examples of the creativity sessions that took place in:
Romanian Border Police, Minister of Internal Affairs (Romania) – 24/09/2012
The Estonian Academy of Security Sciences (Estonia) – 02/10/2012
The Fire Department of City of Skopje (FYROM) – 08/10/2012
The Hungarian Police (Hungarian Republic) – 13/11/2012.
Secondly, during the Advisory Board Session organised in Oslo, Norway on 12/03/2013, there were presented the
preliminary project results and identified a certain number of ideas that could foster innovation in the security field and
could be applied at:
INSEC level,
European Commission level and
Advisory Board member organisation level.

PERCEPTION AND FOLLOW-UP OF THE 4 CREATIVITY SESSIONS BY THE PARTICIPANTS
At the end of each creativity session day, the participants were asked individually to answer three questions (each one
addressing a specific zone of the brain):
What did you learn? (left cortical)
What that gives you desire for making? (right cortical)
How do you feel? (limbic)
Here are some chosen answers:
“I have opened my mind and I learnt some good methods and questions.”
“I will maybe be able to solve a difficulty that appeared yesterday morning. So it is really useful.”
“Creativity now means for me energy. It works, you can use different thinking. We should try to teach these
methodologies to our colleagues and leaders also.”
“I've learned how to handle questions, to think about my limits as gates to find new solutions. I feel tired but full of ideas.”
“Working as a team is better than working alone – collaboration helps to find ideas.”
“To think out of the box is easier with methods. Analogies are very powerful.”
“I’ve learned how to break a problem into smaller pieces to make it easier to solve. And also the speed of resolving
problems when there is cooperation – this is amazing.”
“I will work in cooperation between the safety services and perfect these techniques together.”
“I will teach people in my offices, and initiate changes so that things work well – better than now.”
“I will fix things that haven’t worked properly, present things better.”
“I have now some practical ideas to apply. We need to have more seminars like this, take the time to learn, experience
possibilities to think out of the box. I’ll try to implement them even if we don’t have much money.”
“I will transmit to other colleagues the methods and results and put them in the police newsletter.”
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Following the 3-month period after having participated to the creativity sessions, among others, a certain number of direct
actions allowed one end-user to:
Put in place different English language courses for the Airport Police
Create a new department, select new deputies and screen the new applicants' CV's for the posts
Identify best practices and disseminate them inside the organization, either by word of mouth or through posting
an article on the organization Intranet.
These actions were directly mentioned as new innovative ideas by some of the creativity session participants.

PERCEPTION AND FOLLOW-UP OF THE ADVISORY BOARD SESSION BY THE PARTICIPANTS
“Thanks for the invitation: your meeting went great, productive by a good exchange of useful comments and ideas
shared” – Serge Rinkel, Borderpol
“Thank you very much for providing me with the opportunity to participate. The discussion (…) was truly interesting” –
Steven Uy, Interpol
“… let me thank you for a very nice workshop, I truly enjoyed coming to (the meeting in) Oslo” – Milos Jovanovic,
Fraunhofer

DESCRIPTION OF THE DELIVERABLE PLANNED IN THE DESCRIPTION OF WORK
According to the Description of Work, the creativity sessions organised within the 4 end-user organisations were aiming
at:
Identifying new innovation ideas to implement
Identifying internal difficulties to be faced in order to implement such innovation ideas
Identifying external problematic in terms of innovation approaches or collaborations.
A fifth one-day session organised with the Advisory Board at the end of the first year allowed Advisory Board members to
express, share and exchange their respective views on the preliminary project results. The session allowed SME
representatives, security organisations and innovation experts to share their vision and requirements in fulfilling a better
cooperation. Discussion results’ main purpose is to serve as a basis for specific adaptations and orientations for further
project activities.

CREATIVITY SESSION MAIN PURPOSES
The output of the creativity session serves the INSEC project in a broad way, as it can bring both input results and
information for building the new innovation model and the INSEC platform and output results in implementing new
techniques for becoming more innovative. The “creativity session” method in itself is perceived as a best practice of the
innovation model.
These elements are twofold:
Topics or specifications to be considered / addressed in the design of the new model for the internal process,
the culture of the company and the management of innovation in general.
Methods / best practices that can be subject to recommendations through the model or good practice for
dissemination externally through training sessions, presentations, reports, websites, etc.
Creativity sessions implicitly serve the direct purpose of each of the four security end users and the Advisory Board
members as developed subjects were of high interest for the organization. By selecting strategic innovation subjects, the
INSEC creativity session can be considered as a first stage for a more complete operational innovation practice.
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ADVISORY BOARD SESSION MAIN PURPOSE
The purpose and organisation of the Advisory Board session were different than the end-user creativity sessions. If, as
described above, Kaos meant to train INSEC end-user in explaining the creativity techniques, Alma organised the Advisory
Board meeting in 2 parts:
Part 1 – deployment of brainstorming techniques allowing to exchange on best practices, thus facilitating new ideas
generation on the following subject: “How to foster cooperation between SMEs and security organisations in order to
become more innovative?” The ideas developed during the session can be found in Annex 1.
Part 2 – presentation of the preliminary work done within the project and exchange on orientations and improvement
axis..

3.

Creativity sesssions Deployed Methodology

Introduction to creativity
In order to have a productive creativity session and to explain its purpose and type of results that can be reached, Kaos
starts by presenting a certain number of techniques that are meant to “open the mind” of the participants, helping them to
realize that they most of the time “think inside the box” and stop imagining new ideas when they have found 4 or less
immediate and logical solutions to their problem.
Among these exercises:

-

The nine cross exercise: How can you draw 4 lines which go through each of the 9 crosses without lifting the
pencil from the paper?
We see nine crosses, it is a mental box. We don’t see the invisible crosses to get out of the box. It is
very difficult to think out of the box, to work with imagination, without using creativity techniques. But
once you start using them, it becomes quite easy.

How could I align the crosses to draw a single line? With scissors or a big pen. Beware of the realistic
people who say “but you can’t because they are not aligned”. In creativity you don’t say: “they are not
aligned” but “how could I align them?”
We can draw 3 lines to join crosses if we don’t pass through the centre of the crosses. When you
see crosses, your brain visualizes points. The mental box always transforms reality. In creativity,
we try not to stick to reality.

-

The square exercise: Find as many ways as possible to divide a square in 2 equal parts so that you can
superpose one on the other.
The creativity curve is a U: you immediately find 4 solutions. Then you don’t have much idea, it’s like walking in a
desert. And then you use techniques of creativity to have many new ideas through paradigm shift. In this
exercise, there is an infinity of answers: every line or curve that is symmetrical to the centre works. Creative
people are not afraid of constraints; they are just part of the problem but they don’t stop them. In creativity, you
must be optimistic. You must believe that there is a solution.

The creative power of collaborative work
Ilya Prigogine’s ants experiment
An ant colony was starved of food and kept isolated from the outside world. Then, the colony was connected to a honey
pot by a wooden plank which acted as a bridge. The ants were looking for food, running in all directions, and one of them
starts off across the bridge. Noticing that no other ant has ever passed that way (ants are guided by pheromones left by
other ants) the pioneer ant turns back. By chance, in its movements hither and thither, a second ant is guided by the
pheromones of the first ant follows the same path over the bridge going just a little further than the first one before turning
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back. When a third ant goes onto the bridge, it too carries its tell-tale trace a little further before turning back. And so it
continues until, at last, an ant reaches the pot of honey and returns triumphantly to the colony.
Ants are very simple individually, but intelligent collectively – just the opposite of people!
This experiment is enriching on several accounts:
If the ant nest had been perfectly organized, not a single ant could have gone on to the bridge as it’s an
navigational error which takes them there in the first place,
there is only one ant which finds the way, but many others help prepare for this discovery,
for this to be achieved, it is important not to explain to the first ant that came back empty-handed that it was
wrong.
Debriefing
Being hungry : means being in a state of crisis or having great ambition
Honey: the objective, the vision, the dream
Bridge: the constraints.
Leaving the trail of pheromones: agreeing to share ideas with others automatically as a reflex action. Each idea,
even if it is incomplete, carries a part of the final solution.
Creative breathing
“Creative breathing” consists of moving away from the problem
set (diverging), then refocusing on it again (converging).
Creative thinking refuses the illusion that you can go directly to
your objective in a straight line.
The approach is composed of 6 steps which alternate between
divergence and convergence:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Exploration (divergence)
Reformulation (convergence)
Production of ideas (divergence)
Selection (convergence)
Experimenting-Tests (divergence)
Organization (convergence)

Exploration methods
One key step in creativity is to reformulate the question –
instead of giving immediate answers. We need to diverge in
order to understand the subject. This is exploration. It is difficult
to explore a subject when you’re an expert of the subject.
That’s why we do it with a technique called The Martians
Interview.
-

Martian Interview: Part of the group asks the others
questions as if they have just arrived from Mars and
are astonished by everything they see.
This technique works if you ask open questions. When you ask closed questions (yes/no), you are converging
and get poor information. If you ask open question targeted to left, right and limbic brain, you get all the
dimensions of the subject:
Limbic brain: emotions, wants / desires – ex: how does it make you feel?
Left cortical brain: language, mathematics, logic – ex: what’s the use of it?
Right cortical brain: images, visual – ex: how does it look?
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Put yourself in the shoes of a Martian asking open question every time you tackle a new problem.
-

Reformulation: After the divergence (Martian), you converge. It is better to do it alone (written) and then share
your reformulations. Try to reformulate the subject in 1 to 3 questions/creative challenges beginning with “how
to...” Afterwards you diverge again on each of them to produce ideas. When you have 50 ideas, then you choose
the solution (new convergence). The secret is to have 50 ideas before selecting and judging them.

Idea production methods
-

Brainstorming: it is a group creativity technique by which efforts are made to find a conclusion for a specific
problem by gathering a list of ideas spontaneously contributed by its members. The term was popularized by
Alex Faickney Osborn in the 1953 book Applied Imagination. Osborn claimed that brainstorming was more
effective than individuals working alone in generating ideas. Osborn claimed that two principles contribute to
"ideative efficacy," these being 1/Defer judgment, and 2/Reach for quantity. Following these principles were this
four general rules of brainstorming, established with intention to reduce social inhibitions among group members,
stimulate idea generation, and increase overall creativity of the group.
CQFD, the rule of brainstorming:
make neither Criticisms nor Comments: in brainstorming, criticism of ideas generated should be put 'on hold'.
Instead, participants should focus on extending or adding to ideas, reserving criticism for a later 'critical stage'
of the process. By suspending judgment, participants will feel free to generate unusual ideas.
Quantity rather than quality: This rule is a means of enhancing divergent production, aiming to facilitate
problem solving through the maxim quantity breeds quality. The assumption is that the greater the number of
ideas generated, the greater the chance of producing a radical and effective solution.
Fancifully encouraged: to get a good and long list of ideas, unusual ideas are welcomed. They can be
generated by looking from new perspectives and suspending assumptions. These new ways of thinking may
provide better solutions.
Develop ideas proposed by others: Good ideas may be combined to form a single better good idea, as
suggested by the slogan "1+1=3". It is believed to stimulate the building of ideas by a process of association.

-

Brainwriting: it is a written form of brainstorming. Brainwriting is particularly useful with a group of people who
are somewhat reticent and would be unlikely to offer many ideas in an open group session such as
brainstorming; even a shy person who doesn’t like to speak in front of others can contribute actively. There is no
judgement and no hierarchical order. It also works well with large groups - there is no real limit to the group size.
Each participant takes a blank sheet and carefully writes down an idea to answer the problem set.
Each one of them passes his paper to the fellow-participant to his left. Participants read the idea on the new
sheet just received and react by adding a further idea or modification to enrich it.
They continue passing the idea sheets to the left neighbour, adding to each sheet until the sheets have
come complete circle and are returned to their original owners.
Each participant reads “his” sheet with all the ideas and he circles the one he considers to be the best.
Each participant reads his preferred idea to the others.
All the participants at the table select the best one from all those selected.
Sometimes, brainstorming goes too fast and in all directions. In a brainwriting, it goes more slowly, you have no
critic and the production is made by the group. It is fun, productive and collaborative.
It is a push to be present, to be active, and to participate. You can do it by email for instance. Ask people
solutions via email. Those who don't answer the email won't be able to say this is "bullshit" to ideas produced
because you can reproach them not to have proposed their solution by answering the email.

-

Analogy: the aim is to look for examples from other fields and to transfer to our own challenge the solutions
which work elsewhere. The idea is to go outside the usual framework in order to solve the problem.
First, you list people, companies, animals, etc. Who have solved the same problem as yours or who succeed in
doing what you wish to attain.
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Then you transpose their best practice and ideas to your own field and subject.
It is important to come with a few examples as participants often have difficulty visualizing what it means to
diverge by analogy given that there are very varied types of it. You can choose between comparing one system
with another, functional analogies, sometimes even analogies based on shape. In all cases, there will always be
things that don’t work but that doesn’t matter.
-

Empathy: it consists in putting yourself in the shoes of someone else to think differently.
Put yourself into the shoes of a…
o competitor, customer, supplier…
o company with strong reputation for being creative…
o famous person: artist, philosopher or learned person, politician…
o Martian, Inuit, dolphin, handbag…
And imagine what you would do!
It is also good to choose a role-play type activity or an “if I were…” type exercise (silently, you write ideas –
brainwriting technique). Often, there aren’t a great number of ideas, but those that do emerge are excellent.
There must be a good level of confidence within the group as, in a corporate setting, feeling ridiculous can be a
real killer. And, if this happens, it is creativity which is the first casualty as we have already pointed out.

Idea production training
The aim is to try out the techniques of exploration and production of ideas on a precise subject chosen in live by the
participants or injected upstream by the decision makers. Each table of 5 to 7 people work on a different subject,
following 6 sequences:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Interview of the Martian – 13 min
Reformulation – 7 min
Brainstorming – 10 min
Brainwriting – 20 min
Analogy – 15 min
Empathy – 10 min
Best of ideas – 15 min

Idea selection
The selection is crucial as can be the decision; it is also a delicate phase. Sometimes, some of the produced ideas jump
to the eyes by their relevance. But it is not always the case. Then, before passing to the selection itself, two
complementary techniques can be employed:
to combine the ideas, by keeping in each one only its positive aspects,
to list the limits of each “candidate” idea with the solution, and to produce a creative work to raise the
objections. This technique is also known under the name - popular - of the “devil's advocate”.
When the work of reformulation and clarification of the objectives was well undertaken, the criteria of appreciation of the
ideas are explicit. To have attended many situations of selection, we can testify that the personality of the individuals who
decide is determining in the final choices. Very irrational criteria can appear such as the effects of spots blind, the
aversion to the risk, the will to remain irreproachable (the umbrella effect), the search for originality. On the other side are
the intuition and the audacity.
You have to leave time at the end of the creativity session for the idea selection phase so that each participant can give
his opinion about the best ideas he has heard. This has a positive impact, even among participants who are not in a
positive frame of mind, as they hear the satisfaction expressed by other participants. What’s more, this exchange of
views about the best ideas prolongs the amazement and also the divergence phase. Why? Simply because participants
are surprised by the fact that such and such a person found a particular idea interesting, whereas he had felt it to be
totally without interest. And from this contrast between two views will emerge the idea that the world can be perceived in
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different ways, that this creates tension and that this tension can be used to create new ideas. And this is precisely the
reason why it is possible to be more creative in a group than alone.
If the overall result is weak in terms of ideas generated – which is unlikely if the meeting has been well facilitated – you
will need to repeat the exercise with a slightly different technique, asking the participants to assess the number and
quality of their own productions. A brainwriting exercise will make participants face up to their responsibilities and
produce ideas. Always bear in mind that being creative requires time, and no one can tell in advance precisely how much
time will be necessary. Momentary failure must not be allowed to defeat patience, the greatest of all virtues for creative
people.

4.

Definition and Interest of the creativity session

HISTORY OF SOME TERMS AND TECHNIQUES APPLIED DURING THE CREATIVITY SESSIONS
Creativity doesn’t start with “good ideas” but with the diverging mental process which allows producing unfinished
solutions. The first brainstorming took place in BBDO, New York advertising agency, in the 1940’s, invented by its
president Alex Osborn. He was frustrated by employees’ inability to develop creative ideas individually for ad campaigns.
In response, he began hosting group-thinking sessions and discovered a significant improvement in the quality and
quantity of ideas produced by employees. Osborn outlined the method in his 1953 book Applied Imagination.
Brainwriting (also known as Method 635) is a group creativity technique used in marketing, advertising, design, writing
and product development originally developed by Professor Bernd Rohrbach in 1968. The aim of the brainwriting is to
generate 108 new ideas in half an hour. In a similar way to brainstorming, it is not the quality of ideas that matters but the
quantity. Rohrbach, Bernd: "Kreativ nach Regeln – Methode 635, eine neue Technik zum Lösen von
Problemen". Creative by rules - Method 635, a new technique for solving problems first published in the German sales
magazine "Absatzwirtschaft", Volume 12, 1969. p73-75 and Volume 19, 1 October 1969.
"Out of the box" is an expression that describes non-conformal, creative thinking. The term is said to derive from a
famous puzzle created by early 20th century British mathematician Henry Ernest Dudeney, in which someone is asked to
interconnect nine dots in a three-by-three grid by using four straight lines drawn without the pencil leaving the paper. In
order to be successful, the puzzle solver has to realize that the boundaries of the dot array are psychological. The only
way to solve the puzzle is to extend the lines beyond the artificial boundary created by the nine dots. The nine dots
puzzle appeared in Sam Loyd's 1914 Cyclopedia of Puzzles, attributed to Dudeney himself.
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INTEREST IN APPLYING IT IN THE PRIVATE AND PUBLIC SECTOR (SECURITY FIELD)
What specificities between public and private?
Private – in private sector one company is always interested to be creative and create new products and services that
have a purpose to increase their profitability and give them some advance on the competitors.
On what level the creativity session has an impact on the R&D activity of a private company?
create new products/services/process
new innovation models
define a new R&D strategy
find new markets for applications/products/patents already existing
Public – in administration, profitability is not the purpose of innovation. Especially in the security field where the role of
policemen or firemen is to protect people and even more to save their lives. The interest of applying creative methods is
to enhance the exchanges of best practices and best ideas between security forces. Something done by firemen could,
after transposition, be useful to borderline officers (technique of analogy).

Constraints for being creative in the security field – examples from the 4 creativity sessions:
legislation
lack of money (financing at ministerial level)
decision-making process – the creative people being present weren’t those who decide in the end
“it-works-lock-in-syndrome”: when something works, why should we change it? Why should we innovate?
creativity is not rewarded at an individual level (to have new ideas doesn’t pay more)
lack of time to organize teamwork
confidentiality of the information
In this context, creativity should be used to change small things that are in the power of the participants, at their own
level: “Grant me the serenity to accept the things I cannot change, the courage to change the things I can, and the
wisdom to know the difference.” (Marcus Aurelius)

5.

How to determine the need of a creativity session?

Here bellow are few generic themes that could trigger the organisation of a creativity session:
Lack of new products and services
Lack of collaboration between different departments concerned by innovation
Creation of a new department or service
A legislative evolution
And any situation where usual solutions or answers doesn’t work anymore.
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EXAMPLES OF SUBJECTS PROPOSED BY THE SECURITY PEOPLE DURING THE SESSIONS OF CREATIVITY:
How to eliminate queues of trucks in road BCPs?
How to improve the motivation of border police officers?
How to train border police officers in order to participate in sea surveillance joint operations?
How to improve the relations between technical and operational departments?
How to survey the border without constructing any new towers?
How to survey the delta without affecting the ecosystem?
How to “internationalize” the security academy?
How to find suitable employees for security?
How to be more innovative?
How to develop partnerships between security organisations?
What new models to create to harmonize services and organisations?
How to dispatch more efficiently? (security organisations, services, calls...)
How to modernize the security call centre?
How to train 700 policemn to learn English, quickly and with not much effort?
How to choose the right leaders for a completely new departement?
How to open the mind of our top managers?
How to increase transparency with less administration?
How to simplify internal regulation?
How to facilitate individual responsibility?

KEY OF SUCCESS OF A CREATIVITY SESSION
The stacks of the participative innovation process must be among the organization’s priorities.
First of all, managers should be implicated so that they think out of the box, that they feel they are part of the
process and part of innovation challenges that touch them directly
Ideas should be produced until tangible results are obtained – so that they can be tested
Obstacle to avoid:
– Supporting ideas with no positive impact for the organization and that will then be dismissed by the
management, creating the disappointment for the participants,
– Un or ill-grounded refusals, also creating disappointment,
– Expecting yet unattained recognition,
– Doubts about underlying motivation,
– We strongly recommend to detail to the key-actors the expected results of the process, and define
specifically the fields of innovation, in order to focus the production of ideas on subjects that are
strategic to the organization.

6.

How to choose and formulate the subject?

A good subject is paradoxical and ambitious. Ex: “How to listen to music while playing golf?” was the creative challenge
given by Akio Morita, CEO of Sony, to his R&D teams.

EXAMPLES OF “DO” AND “DON’T” WHEN REFORMULATING A SUBJECT:
How to improve communication between every security organisation?
The word “every” is too general because you could find solutions for 2 or 3 security organisations and throw them
because they are efficient for 2 or 3 but not for “every”. In creativity, you need to be specific to find more pertinent
solutions .One telephone number = several services.
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Possible reformulation: How to communicate on “one emergency number” (for citizens) = several security services.
Better analysis of the activity of security organisations
Better analysis is a conclusion, not a question. It is convergence, not divergence.
How to collect better analysis? Lots of organisations, statisticians can give you better figures; it’s not a creative
challenge; you just have to find the right partners to provide you the data you need.
How to modernize the call centre?
“How to find the money to modernize the call centre” would be a better question because you can act on it. What is
important is to find solutions that are under your control.
How to dispatch more efficiently? (security organisations, services, calls...)
It’s just procedures, skill of the workers. Analogy will be helpful – for instance to compare with the work of employees in
hospital. You can probably copy/paste what is done in some organisations that have the same kind of problems as you
have.
How to create statistical software that would ease the work of the security employee?
This is a solution, not a challenge. It is the work of a team to create or adapt this kind of software. This is not creativity but
computer development.

TECHNIQUES TO DEFINE/FORMULATE THE SUBJECT
Open Question (How to...)
To be as specific and precise as possible
Not formulated as a solution
The subject should have to do with the competencies of the people that are present at the creativity session

7.

How to validate the solutions?

One way to convince managers is to make small experiments, test your idea in one area with just two or three security
people and let’s see what happens. Each time you can provide a small experiment of your idea with feedback, do the
test.
The schedule is:
Experimentation
Debriefing
Adjustment of the solution
Experimentation again
Deployment

Example of deliverable of a creativity session
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8.

How to prepare a creativity session?

Once the subject of the session has been defined and validated with and by managers involved in the process, the
logistic elements have to be taken into consideration.
Participants to the session
Ideally 10-12 individuals with different backgrounds and competencies can come with around 300 ideas after one day
creativity session. It is advisable to have representatives of different departments, and ideally deciders, who have the
internal power to apply changes that were detected during the session.
Another important elements that needs to be taken into consideration is the “creative mind” of the participant. It is much
easier to work with “open minded” people than with people who are sticking to reality, converging. Participants should at
least be volunteers, eager to participate to the creativity session and optimistic.
Documents preparation
Powerpoint – sometimes it is advisable to “visualise” certain concepts through a PPT presentation. Nevetheless, the PPT
should remain only a support of the presentation and not the main mean to communicate with the auditorium.

Brochure – for the creativity sessions Globaz (the Dissemination Manager) developped a leaflet per session. This action
is advisable when the organisation wishes to bring visibility to this kind of activity and show a innovative “best practice” to
its collaborators.
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Room and other logistics
Ideally, participants should get out of their normal working environment. The room should not be situated in the same
building with their office (oblige the participants to stay in the same environment, and consequently exchange
informations in an informal way during the breaks).
The room should be situated in a place where people can easily go out, it should have natural light, and enough space to
circulate without disturbing the other people.
The best visual result is if the room is organised as “round table”.

Duration
For the INSEC project the sessions were held during one working day, with launch break (1 h15 min) and 2 coffee breaks
(one in the morning and one in the afternoon).
Other formats of creativity session can be envisaged, according to the type of subject and the number of participants.

9.

How to conduct a creativity session?

INSEC end-user session:
The session had 2 parts:
The first part – theoretical where KAOS explained the terms of innovation, creativity and creativity techniques,
giving multiple examples to better illustrate the discussion. Among these techniques: the nine cross exercise, the
square exercise, the divergence/convergence figures, Prigogine’s ants experiment and the steps that should be
considered when organising a creativity session: Martian Interview, Reformulation, Brainstorming, Brainwriting,
Analogy, Empathy and Best of Ideas Choosing.
The second part – exercises on already identified themes, but also on other themes that were developed during
the day:
At the end of the creativity session it was delivered a method that could be applied during their daily work. Several exercises on
the themes defined were made and in the end of the day participants were satisfied with the output of their work.

Self-presentation: emptiness and fullness
Participants like to know who they are dealing with. Sometimes, the facilitator is preceded by his good reputation. And he may
be tempted to use this reputation to his advantage which is probably not good for the facilitation itself. If the participants stand in
awe of the reputation, they may not be inclined to participate because they feel that the facilitator can get by alone, or perhaps
because they want to stand back and observe how he does it… or maybe just as a way of setting him a challenge. Of course,
the facilitator must solicit participation while nevertheless remaining truly and noticeably modest. If he can facilitate in a
humorous and fun way, it may be better. But that said, it is better to have a session which is deadly serious but which gives
results rather than one which is fun but which goes nowhere.
The facilitator is in a situation which requires a certain tact. If participants are actually going to contribute, there has to be space
in which they can do so. This means that you have to leave them room, actually create the space for them to contribute. If, as
facilitator, you gesticulate too much, are too noisy and boisterous, you are going to be too present. If, on the other hand, you
don’t facilitate enough you won’t be doing your job. So, the facilitator has to find just the right level of presence, which is neither
too strong nor too weak.
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Beyond getting this adjustment right, the facilitator experiences a paradoxical situation, namely he has to play his facilitation role
to the full while nevertheless managing to create space for others – holding these two very different, almost contradictory, roles
during the same session is an excellent exercise in flexibility of mind.
Context and assignment: the Martian interview then reformulation
Martian interview
To start the work, it is always useful to invite the person who initiated the meeting to speak with the other participants, so that
they can ask all the questions they wish in order to understand the context and the objective. This lays a good basis for being
creative. In most cases, several options for problem-solution can be identified during this phase.
Reformulating
In itself, reformulating introduces a new way of seeing and approaching the world. The facilitator’s ability must be apparent as
soon as he reformulates. You should make participants reformulate the problems and issues on which they are going to work.
Make your own contribution, even adding your own subjects. As you gain in experience, the way you reformulate will increase in
value and interest: use open questions beginning with “how…”
Diverging to produce ideas
The facilitator will use his palette of techniques for generating ideas either in sub-groups or a single large group. The choice will
depend on the number of participants. It is best to start with brainstorming and CQFD. The other techniques often appear a little
bizarre and participants may wonder why they don’t start by simply sharing their ideas. As the difficulty of the exercise becomes
apparent and it becomes clear that success may not come immediately (if this isn’t the case, there’s no need for any other
techniques), recourse to other techniques will appear as a helpful way forwards.
For analogy, it is important to come with a few examples as participants often have difficulty visualizing what it means to diverge
by analogy given that there are very varied types of it. You can choose between comparing one system with another, functional
analogies, sometimes even analogies based on shape. In all cases, there will always be things that don’t work but that doesn’t
matter.
For empathy, which is a particularly effective technique if well used, it is good to choose a role-play type activity or an “if I
were…” type exercise (silently, you write ideas – brainwriting technique). Often, there aren’t a great number of ideas, but those
that do emerge are excellent. There must be a good level of confidence within the group as, in a corporate setting, feeling
ridiculous can be a real killer. And, if this happens, it is creativity which is the first casualty as we have already pointed out.
No criticism, focus on quantity of ideas, be eccentric, be divergent.
Converging by selecting ideas
At the end of the meeting, you have to leave time so that each participant can give his opinion about the best ideas he has
heard. This has a positive impact, even among participants who are not in a positive frame of mind, as they hear the satisfaction
expressed by other participants. What’s more, this exchange of views about the best ideas prolongs the amazement and also
the divergence phase. Why? Simply because participants are surprised by the fact that such and such a person found a
particular idea interesting, whereas he had felt it to be totally without interest. And from this contrast between two views will
emerge the idea that the world can be perceived in different ways, that this creates tension and that this tension can be used to
create new ideas. And this is precisely the reason why it is possible to be more creative in a group than alone.
If the overall result is weak in terms of ideas generated – which is unlikely if the meeting has been well facilitated – you will need
to repeat the exercise with a slightly different technique, asking the participants to assess the number and quality of their own
productions. A brainwriting exercise will make participants face up to their responsibilities and produce ideas. Always bear in
mind that being creative requires time, and no one can tell in advance precisely how much time will be necessary. Momentary
failure must not be allowed to defeat patience, the greatest of all virtues for creative people.
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10. Type of deliverables per creativity session
It is advisable to always hand in a written document which compiles the main ideas that were approached during the
creativity session. This document can have different forms. Here bellow one can find several options:
Verbatim of the session (Word file)
Idea sheet / new concept sheet (Word or PowerPoint files)
Drawings
Action plan: who does what, when, for what expected result
Pre-business plan (Excel file)

11. INSEC Advisory Board Session
Advisory Board Session guest institutions represented 3 categories of actors, all being involved in the problematic of the
cooperation between SMEs and security institutions:

SECURITY ORGANISATIONS:
French Ministry of Interior
Interpol
Borderpol
Estonian Ministry of Interior
Security and Mobility Area of Madrid City
SOCA

SME REPRESENTATIVES:
Forum Atena

INNOVATION EXPERTS:
Tecnalia
Fraunhofer INT
VTT Technical Research Centre

Participants were from 7 European countries (France, Spain, United Kingdom, Estonia, Germany, Finland) and 2
international institutions (Interpol, Borderpol) and could share best practices and examples of approaching the
cooperation with the SMEs from different point of views.
INSEC Advisory Board Session was hosted by Sectech Norway, a meeting point for suppliers, installers, consultants
and end user within the field of security in the Nordic European Countries. Exhibitors and visitors could interact
and get updated on the latest developments and established good networking contacts for future collaboration.
Sectech event helped SMEs encounter end-user organisations from the security field and it fitted very well our
main discussion theme, knowing that Scandinavian area is said to have developped good collaboration best
practices which enhance innovation.
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DISCUSSION THEME
The overall purpose of INSEC project is to foster innovation in the security field, either through improving internal
processes or through cooperation with external actors, among which SME have a prior importance as they possess niche
knowledge, flexibility and rapidity to develop new offers on the market.
INSEC project puts cooperation with SMEs at the core of its activity, through developing a cooperation strategy
(Deliverable D3.6) and the tool for fostering cooperation (INSEC open innovation platform on Deliverable D4.4).
During the Advisory Board session, we analysed the subject: “How to foster cooperation between SMEs and security
organisations in order to become more innovative?” from different points of view, as explained in the figure bellow:

One can think of the cooperation strategy either from the SME or from the security organisation point of view.
Cooperation is related to these 3 elements:
Internal existing procedures from one actor (eg: cooperation with suppliers for developing new products,
openness to sharing information with externals, existence of monitoring department, etc)
Contact point processes which can block the access to innovation experts (eg: how can one SME access a
public security organisation in order to develop conjointly a new product/service?)
External processes which can encounter cooperation (eg: participation to conferences, seminars, workfairs, etc).
During the discussion a certain number of ideas that could foster innovation in the security field were developed and
could be applied at:
INSEC level,
European Commision level and
Advisory Board member organisation level.
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Ideas that could be applied at INSEC level:
Considering the Cooperation Strategy developed in task 3.6, the following ideas were proposed:
Focus on processes:
Define a special and complete innovation process for SMEs and security organisations
Develop an Intellectual Property Right strategy
Consider time constraints
Develop a cooperation strategy which takes into account that the vision (and therefore the value) of SMEs and
security organisations are complementary
Use the coordination strategy method to develop a solid starting point framework for collaboration in innovation
open and further scalable
Precisely define in the cooperation strategy the good contact point between security organisations and SMEs.
Focus on tools:
Propose Open Innovation tools
Provide tools for employees on different hierarchical levels to observe external ideas.

Considering the INSEC platform developed in task 4.4, the following ideas were proposed:
Focus on contextual elements of the future INSEC platform
Get feedback to INSEC results
Develop a secure web mastered platform accessible by SMEs & security organisations
Link INSEC platform with end-user platforms (eg: ENLETS)
Build and experimental platform to test new technologies
Have a code of conduct
Guarantee trust between parties
Be a solid starting point framework for collaboration in innovation open and further scalable
Help identify the good contact point between security organisations and SMEs
Have a well-defined Intellectual Property method
Qualify and check future users of the platform.

Focus on tools which should be present on the INSEC platform:
Propose International Innovation Prizes for Innovative ideas
Propose concrete tools and methods for security organisations
Propose open innovation tools
Provide tools for employees on different hierarchical levels to observe external ideas.

Ideas that could be applied or better marketed at European Commission level:

Put SMEs at the core of European Commission preoccupation
Allow funding for small projects involving SMEs

Fund long term collaboration between SMEs and Large Groups, which brings sustainability for SMEs
Engage actions which help improve increase SME survival rate
Include SMEs in European electronic platforms.
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Encourage procedures and projects which foster creativity and knowledge transfer
Allow visits on the field and productive meetings
Transmission of the operational knowledge
Devote sustainable budget for exchange and creativity
Organise collaboration encounters.

Create policies at European level for SMEs and the security field
Improve the political framework for innovations (eg: innovation coupons for SMEs)
Organise the security industrial policy at European level.
Create new innovative procurement rules which allow a better positioning for SMEs.
Make innovation central to EC objectives
Reward innovation, by creating innovation prizes
Generate competition for innovative projects/ideas
Reserve part of the European budget for “crazy projects”, which can foster radical innovation.
Become an influential actor of the market
Help in creating trust between SMEs and Large Groups
Help companies take advantage of unlimited markets
Master a platform to meet needs and offers in the security field.

Ideas that could be applied at Security Organisations level:

Create the premises for an innovation culture
Apply logo: “Innovation is not something magical, it’s normal life!”
Apply logo: “Let’s try!”
Build a (conscious) culture of innovation
Allow failure
Share information on success stories
Learn from mistakes
Allow risk/result sharing.
Build/Adapt internal processes which help foster innovation
Create an innovation department
Find ways to speed decision taking processes internally
Have systematic and transparent procedures and criteria for ideas and idea management
Create an innovation inbox where internal collaborators can send their ideas
Better structure the demand (need).
Develop/Adapt the Cooperation strategy for innovation
Share assessment of future threats with external partners
Create an environment to make SMEs successful
Multiply contact with innovators
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Accommodate private/public partnership w.r.t. transparency/fairness requirements
Create structured prospects on formalised phase of collaboration
Protect secrets is easier with a SME: so give SME secret projects
Clear rules for information sharing
Take advantage of the “Power of the crowd”
Use open innovation platforms anonymously (hypios, inocentive, etc).
Focus on people competencies and knowledge
Motivate people to think innovatively
Allocate resources to collaborate with external actors
Hire new employees based on innovation “hacking” expertise.
Innovation strategy
Have an innovation strategy
Align vision of the future with SMEs.
Develop legal framework to foster collaborative innovation
Exceed restrictions to innovation related to legal/procurement rules
Develop Intellectual Property Rights Strategy (IPR)
Develop IPR clauses in licensing agreements.

12. Conclusion
Deliverable D3.4 <External evaluation analysis: Report on the organization of the creativity sessions> presents:
a methodology that was adapted and deployed in 4 security organisations and
main ideas that were developed during the Advisory Board Session on the subject: “How to foster cooperation
between SMEs and security organisations in order to become more innovative?”
The detailed methodology for putting in practice a creativity session will be available on the future INSEC platform for all
actors in the security sector who are willing to apply it inside their organisation. Integrated in the new innovation model
developed on task 3.6 of the project, this methodology will be recommended to the organisations which have identified
the need to help foster creativity internally.
As for the ideas that were developed by the Advisory Board members, they are in line with the work done during the first
year of the project (preliminary work) and the development that is envisaged for the second period of the project. The
INSEC platform could therefore propose services and tools which will help foster cooperation between security actors at
European level, by providing a secured environment for the subscribers and a methodology for improving the internal
innovative processes according to the maturity of each organisation.
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13. Annex 1 Advisory Board Session
Oslo, Norway, Meeting Date: 12/03/2013
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Advisory Board Members

INSEC Advisory Board Meeting Participants
12 March 2013
Country

Advisory board Member

Name

France

Ministère de l'Intérieur

Fabrice GAENG

International

Interpol

Steven UY

International

Borderpol

Serge Rinkel

Estonia

Estonian Ministry of Interior

Rando Kruusmaa

Spain

Security and Mobility Área of the
Madrid city

Pablo Escudero Perez

Spain

Technalia (INNOSEC Coordinator)

Javier Herrera

France

Forum Atena

Didier Tranchier

Norway

FSI Association

Gunnar Mjell

UK

SOCA

Steve Barry

Germany

Fraunhofer INT

Miloš Jovanović

Finland

VTT Technical Research Centre

Jaakko Paasi

11 organisations from 8 countries and 2 international structures were invited to participate to the Advisory Board Session,
out of which one guest could not attend the meeting, respectively the FSI Association from Norway.
INSEC partners, respectively everis, Advisio and EFPC were also present to the session, bringing their input and making
the connexion with the work that has been done previously on the INSEC project. Alma animated the discussions.
Each participant presented briefly his/her activity and defined his/her expectations for the working session.
Steven UY, Head of procurement in Interpol – There is no exposed framework for cooperation and links with SMEs,
however procurement department is responsible for business partnerships, but it does not work very well. Work is done
on one-to-one basis. How to deal with private-public partnerships?
Didier Tranchier, innovation professor, business angel investor and representative of Forum Atena. He has expertise
on managing innovation between large groups and start-up companies. From his experience, cooperation usually does
not work between large organisations and SMEs/Start-ups, mainly because of procurements. He tries to change the
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situation, by showing to the large group the need to change their strategy and culture. Way to market through cooperation
with large groups? How to benefit from SME reactivity, speed and value?
Serge Rinkel, founder of Borderpol in 2000 – international association dealing with border problems. He works on the
field, having a real expertise in African countries. Serge is also working closely with security technology developers, as he
is playing the interface between technology buyers and sellers, by testing the new technology directly in the field.
Pablo Escudero Perez, Madrid City council (City Police) – has been involved in the innovation area in the police,
more related to technological innovation. Current crisis makes that they are running out of finance, so they are looking for
ways to put the end-user knowledge into use for innovation. How to put into use the technologies that have been
purchased? In the past they found solutions in small companies, but the problem is that they did not put the exploitation
mechanisms in place. They are looking for solutions for public-private partnerships.
Javier Herrera. Tecnalia is developing security technology and services and is also a research institute which
cooperates with SMEs. According to Javier, two things are missing in the security field. 1. What innovation is between
end-users and providers and 2. SMEs have many problems approaching security organisations with the technologies.
Rando Kruusmaa from Estonian Ministry of Interior is involved in the internal security and border guard matters.
Innovation is a popular word but now improvements have happened. Why is important? He states that they can’t afford to
buy from large companies as they are too expensive and they prefer to work with start-ups. Nevertheless, finance is still a
problem as there are new technologies which are more and more performant and technology life cycle is quite short.
There is a big need to guard external border.
Fabrice Gaeng, French Ministry of Interior is involved in the Technology Service and Information System. He
participated in FP7 funded projects. His organisation collaborates mostly with big private companies and not so much
with SMEs. There are a number of best practices that were put in place to enhance the collaboration with the SMEs. He
expects to share the needs with other colleagues in his field.
Steve Barry from Serious Organised Crime Agency is Relationship Manager with businesses and law enforcement
agencies. Law enforcement only works with businesses. He is very interested in the impact of opening to external
organisations, as this can imply transferring information to criminal groups. How to handle knowledge transfer safely?
Jaakko Paasi is from VTT Finland, a Technological Research Centre. He is representing INNOSEC project and is
principal scientist in innovation management field.
Milos Jovanovic, from Fraunhofer, is involved in the INNOSEC project and is working on developing an innovation
model dedicated to the security field.
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Main Discussion theme: How to foster cooperation between SMEs and security organisations in order
to become more innovative?
A free discussion on this theme allowed identifying different topics which could have been analyzed during the day:
-

The specificities of the public/private partnership
The analysis of the learning process which will allow to find solutions for specific problems
The indicators’ and data analysis which define innovation coming from this cooperation
The building of a reliable relationship between SMEs and public security organisations
The Internal client supervision
The cost implication/budget required to work with SMEs
The availability of the external technologies and the facility to access them
The processes that should be put in place
The knowledge change
The return on innovation
The need to look for help externally
The possibility to organise meetings, conferences
The importance of exchanging information and the difficulties to provide free information
The contracting implications and the calls for tender
The existing need for specific technology and the possibility to help SME to develop it
The SME need of creating technology with a direct market application
The speed and flexibility of the SMEs
The fact that it is cheap to own development
The competitive advantage that implies from the cooperation of SMEs and security organisations.

These discussion topics are specific to:
-

Internal processes (which happen inside one end-user or SME organization)
Contact point (the department/persons) which represent the contact with the organization
External processes (which happen outside one organization’s borders).

Procurements issue:
-

-

-

Normally the technology provider works with the high-level people from clients to identify the needs; then he
works on finding solutions to these needs with technical persons in order to meet the legal framework.
The procurement department comes later on in the process, once the technical solution corresponds to the
organisation’s needs. Unfortunately, the rules that are defined block the SME access to public organisations
as the legal requirements are not always accessible. 2 case scenarios were discussed:
o SOCA case – SOCA gives out information to SMEs for free, and they test the improvement of this
information services. If this is the case, they fund them. SOCA does not engage procurement at all in
this process.
o INTERPOL case – procurement department is the best contact, as they can say what the other ways
to approach the organisation are.
o Municipality Police of Madrid case – the SMEs gave the applications/technologies for free to the
public actor, for trial and reference. They can offer it to other organisations also, where the cash flow
comes from. There is a PPP contract – public organisation is investing the human resources, while
the SME brings the technology. Speed – the SME does proof of concept for free, as it gives them
added value to develop sellable product.
Different organisations have different ways of doing things, with different level of maturity. The contact point
can be blocking the connection between SME and security organisations and it is the purpose of the session
to unleash it. It is a delicate issue.
Innovation is not only about the product, but also about the process that is done internally in SME or end-user
(learning process, knowledge exchange etc), the boundary to external collaborations (contact point) and
external collaboration.
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Solution: Use and implement the INSEC Platform tools for changing innovation strategy and culture. One will
end up in new ways of cooperation. Innovation is not only in technologies, also business models, processes,
management models. Through the tools SMEs will learn to know their potential clients, the insight of their
organizations, their needs, and the organizational culture so they are developing services according to the
needs. At the end the SME will also gain trust and grow to comply with the public procurement.

Innovation
Security sector is always fighting with new threats and fast solutions need to be found. SMEs strong point is that they can
provide flexibility and speed. One viable solution would be to bring together SMEs and sec organisations, thus developing
the solutions for new threats.

Sub-theme 1. How to make your organisation more innovative through external cooperation?
Participants were split in 2 discussion groups.
Group 1 main conclusion on sub-theme 1:
-

External cooperation can be both formal and informal
One way to facilitate the approach would be to have a stronger presence in the field, to better understand the
security needs
For 4 years, the French ministry of interior made an SME pact which implies to meet every trimester SMEs
and discuss about a specific subject of interest.
There is a need to get SMEs visible and help them differentiate
Each end-user organisation should have an innovation department which can represent the contact point with
the external actors and receive ideas from SMEs
The innovation department should be the contact point with the procurement department
SMEs and end-users should keep in contact via web

Group 2 main conclusion on sub-theme 1:
-

Have an interactive tool facilitating the collaboration
Create internal working groups to find solutions regarding time constraints
Organize training session, involving SME in order to be more innovative and find new ideas
Implement a process to identify and get new funding facilitating the collaboration with SME
Identify primarily threats to face when considering external cooperation

Sub-theme 2. How to improve communication between SMEs and security organisations'
procurement department?
A handwriting exercise allowed developing 12 ideas related to this theme:

1 Idea: Allow more visits on the field (on the front line) as well as productive meetings which facilitate creativity
-Web support tools for preparation and follow-up activities
-Facilitate field experiences
- Make the front line virtual. Are physical visits needed?
-Need of concrete exchange between “scientists” and “end-users” (specifications)
-Organise a workshop where visits is one part, after that ideation
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-Secondments from SMEs onto security organisations. And vice-versa (risk assessed)
-Web Based show room of available technologies, how they are used in the “field”
-Field visits after signing cooperation agreement

confidentiality first!

-Activities on the field require suitable funding. We should allow ourselves more try and error without feeling we are
loosing money.
-Allow end users to keep technologies they have tried as a reward.

2 Idea: Use a platform accessible by SMEs and Security organisations
-Open platform based on information exchange and collaboration
-Definition of different domains of action; all together.
-Secure platform – access restrictions
-Develop an experimental platform and organise security challenges with a prize
-Not neglecting physical encounters. Speed Dating?
-Need a webmaster clearly identified to manage this platform which has to be secured.
-Use external facilitators of co-innovation
-Can we guarantee security of the intelligence?
-Apply user supervision

3 Idea: Regular Brainstorming meetings between the SMEs and the security organisation
- The meetings could be “virtual”, using accessible platforms
- Guaranteeing confidentiality and IPR
- Approving in common new possible strategies
- Use and involve outside experts and stakeholders
-Define a special and concrete process for SMEs to go from brainstorming to deployment
-Exchange programme for personnel for limited stints
-Brainstorming on specific topic
-Program have to proceed after brainstorming
-Neutral facilitators

4 Idea: More transparency from security organisations towards SMEs
-Innovation partnerships between SOs and SMEs
-All parties agreeing to an information sharing agreement – why, how, when, etc.
-All partners stick to the agreement – Not forget it after first benefits have been achieved to one or all
-Need to find new models to guarantee long term relationships including property rights management and co-creation
-Redaction of confidentiality agreements with the contemplation of how to proceed in case conflicts happen
-Any kind of binding agreement can be a hazard so innovation
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-Rules should be determined in advance
-Establish an Ethics and code of conduct supported by NATO secret levels to share information
-More transparency means confidentiality and respect from each other in think-tanks meetings

5 Idea: More communication on different levels of organisations
-Schedule regular brainstorming sessions across all levels
-Encourage people from different levels of SOs to open their mind to external ideas
-You have to sell good idea to head of organisation, because he/she give green light or not
-Borders are getting blurred so internal/external might be not so dissociated: Just introduce some external elements on
your internal reflection
-Include the participation of external agents in internal committees
-Don’t forget areas that work well and need no innovation; don’t innovate for innovations sake!
-We need to use indicators to measure results and priorities
-Risk and return on investment shared between security organisations and SMEs
-Don’t and never forget that security services and private sector are only a part of the society so add neutral elements to
the talks
-Cross departmental steering groups in organisations focusing on specific areas
-Mix people from different fields and different cultures in order to broaden the vision

6 Idea: Start the communication – take a risk and share ideas
-Be consistent – Don’t lose the started contact/shared idea
-Listen your partner, maybe they have also good ideas
-Ideas are overrated; more relevant is to have mechanisms to evaluate ideas in the context
-Try to put in common what is needed to put the ideas in action
-After a time of ideation try to actually implement something: a little less conversation, a little more action please
-The communication should offer solutions if they are already implemented somewhere else
-Innovation is reusing and putting R&D into the market, this must be risk sharing
-Facilitate communication exchanges in a designed framework accepted by both parties
-Organisations should have “suggestion boxes” tools to enable employees to identify issues and bottlenecks, and
potential solutions
-New ideas and communication have more power than economy and lead to more changes for the good

7 Idea: Win-win solutions

when both partners get something the communication will be good!

-Assessment of what is to be won beyond monetised aspects is also required and especially end-users may need help on
that
-Try to think of synergies of the collaboration that could end-up in a new project
-Make an exchange of employees/researchers possible
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-Expose clearly both targets (SME and Security organisations)
-Risk sharing approach, not just information exchange
-Adopt flexibility in contracts and different cross-roads of exchange
-EU technology platforms, clusters and SME associations, linked in groups are all examples of useful “meeting” platforms
-Vision is the first value of both a SME and a large group and they are complementary
-A relationship is not normally between 2 people: the description/assessment of the “win” (benefits) should be multiplied
to make people on all levels “happy” (operational, high-level sponsor, business development, procurement, even
auditors).
-Public organisation has only human resources (experts) to provide in exchange of new technology
security organisations to test a proof of concept

possibility for

8 Idea: Structured social networking environment/tools
-Has to be international
-Complementarities between national (even local, regional) and international views must be considered
-Inclusion of the other agents than SMEs and end-users
-Cultural specialists need to be considered
-These are solutions that can be implemented everywhere to shared problems
-Open Innovation approach
-Think about rights and defend a civil society approach clear and easy to be understood
-Ethical Issues – Ethical Committee, National Regulations, Data/privacy protection
-Generation Y is much more innovative and ethical than previous generations: How do we integrate them?
-Bigger isn’t better (what’s the point of 5080 “friends”?)
-International: social networking environment including end user, SMEs and other open innovation agents

9 Idea: Risk sharing approach to innovation between security organisations and SMEs
-Listing all the needs, organising simple meetings, listening different point of views
-Public organisations investing money in private sector SMEs
-Build partnerships with investors (Business Angels, Venture Capital)
-Define risk analysis/Assessment Framework
-Partnership between SME’s consortiums x security organisations to share the views
-Share also results
- Dare to share!
-Develop risk sharing models
-Public-private cooperation
-Public support of SMEs hardly consist of putting money on them: sustainability can come through other ways
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10 Idea: Open Innovation – Web-site targeting discussion and input with SMEs regarding specific topics
-Select the best SMEs internally on a bottom up approach
-IPR: Establish/formalize a consortium
-Need to precise technology needed by end-users
- Who will manage this police IT? (INSEC☺)
-Add possibility for users to supervise – rate the topics/users etc.
-Clear mechanisms to make things become real/practical and maintain the spirit of the site in the long run.
-Set rules that are applicable to keep compromises, to avoid unexpected give ups.
-A commercial wiki might do the job here
-A website vigilance program financed by EU

11 Idea: Communicate a public IPR policy (IPR: Intellectual Property Rights)
-Formation of IPR experts on both sides
-Use a common technological platform to share ideas
-Common European framework to IPR adopted by EC members
-Oblige any party to sign a code of conduct
-Licensing agreement terms
-IP is not only patents, but more and more software, brand, URL, Design… and the value of IP is increasing dramatically
-Problem of turnover, cannibalism, aggressive recruitment: individual vs. company motivation
-IPR already exists on European level
-What do you mean by public IPR policy? Public and IPR are controversially
-Can it be Public an IPR?

12 Idea: Collaboration between end-users and SMEs implies that the former determine internally to what extent
they want to give visibility of problems/threats/knowledge (operational)
-Create a procedure to ask for more information
-This procedure should include fostering trust between the two parties
-It could be used (the platform) only by pre-registered users, in order to preserve undesirable visibility
-Establish a code of conduct and use the NATO secret levels to grant access to information
-Write different levels of confidentiality/operators/chiefs/administrators
-It is easier to protect secrets with SMEs than with large organisations
-Being an information custodim presents problems in collaboration and development (eg: dummy data not always
realistic)
-Fix rules between two parties through a contract
-There must be clear rules for what a security organisation can share, to whom and what not to share.
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Sub-theme 3. How to meet innovative offer and demand in the security field?
Here are the positive and negative impressions on using an open innovation platform dedicated to the security field
(following the example of the P&G platform http://www.pgconnectdevelop.com/ )

+

-

-IP well defined

-publish the weaknesses

-encourage innovation by external innovators

-encourage espionage by competitors

-allowing any citizen to bring his/her idea

-SMEs/providers waste their time on finding information

-experts are qualified

-need to qualify the users

-end-users are not competitors

-not the same objective (not the same money)

-perception of citizen

-some people don’t like what we do.

The new innovation model developed in the INSEC project and the future INSEC platform were presented to the
participants.
Based on the input from the Advisory Board members, improvements on the INSEC existing development activities will
be made.
All Advisory Board members will be invited to register the future INSEC platform and use the free tools and services
especially designed/gathered for the security needs.
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Ideas to be implemented in the INSEC project, at EC level and at Advisory Board level
In the beginning of the Advisory Board session we defined and focused on the direct actions that could be
implemented at different levels and by different actors in order to make the security level more innovative.
Bellow there is the list of ideas transcripted from the post-its.

Ideas developed for the INSEC platform
-To consider time constraints
-A solid starting point framework for collaboration in innovation open and further scalable
-Determine the good contact point between security organisations and SMEs
-Concrete tools and methods for security organisations
-Vision=value, but SMEs and security organisations have complementary visions
-Get feedback to INSEC results
-Define a special and complete innovation process for SMEs
-IPR strategy
-Secure platform accessible by SME & Security organisations webmastered
-International Innovation Prize
-Open Innovation Tools
-Link your platform with end-users plarform (ENLETS)
-Build an experimental platform to test new technologies
-Code of conduct
-Platform to guarantee trust between parties
-Tools for employees on different levels to observe external ideas

Ideas developed for EC
-Allow small projects involving SMEs
-Improve the political framework for innovations (eg: innovation coupons for SMEs)
-Make innovation central to EC objectives
-Innovative procurement rules
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-Rewarding innovation
-Funds for long term collaboration = Sustainability for SMEs
-Increased SME survival rate
-Open minds facilitate research
-Organised collaboration encounters
-How to create trust between SMEs and Large Groups
-Increased SME survival rate
-Unlimited markets: How to take advantage?
-Innovation prize and competition
-Suitable funding for exchange + creativity
-Include SMEs in European electronic platforms
-Allow visits on the field and productive meetings (creativity)
-Master a platform to meet needs and offers
-Reserve part of the budget for “crazy projects”
-Transmission of the operational knowledge
-Organise the security industrial policy at European level.

Ideas developed for the Advisory Board Participant
-To align visions of the future with SMEs
-Innovation is not something magical, it’s normal life!
-Innovation policy department
-Sharing assessment of future threats
-Let’s try!
-Innovation department
-(Conscious) culture of innovation
-How to speed up?
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-How to make SMEs successful?
-How to motivate people think innovatively?
-Multiply contact with innovators
-Accommodate private/public partnership w.r.t. transparency/fairness requirements
-Creation of structured prospects on formalised phase of collaboration
-Give resources to collaborate
-Have systematic and transparent procedures and criteria for ideas and idea management
-Allow failuring
-Share information on success stories
-Learn from mistakes
-Have an innovation strategy
-How to exceed restrictions to innovation related to legal/procurement rules
-Protecting secrets is easier with a SME: so give SME secret projects
-Innovation inbox
-IPR Strategy
-Clear rules for information sharing
-IPR clauses in licensing agreements
-Take advantage of the “Power of the crowd”
-Crowdsource (completely open, member country admin) to set priorities and activities
-Better structure the demand (need)
-Use open innovation platforms anonymously
-Hire new employees based on innovation “hacking” expertise
-Risk/result sharing
-Legal framework to foster collaborative innovation
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